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Storage jars
are a great
way to
present small

gifts such as sweets and
other treats, and they are
available in a wonderful
array of shapes and sizes. 
Be sure to take a look at 

the range available at
www.jamjarshop.com. It
stocks a huge range of jars
in a variety sizes with plain
and patterned lid options,
Kilner jars, bottles with
screw or cork lids and more.

As well as being a stylish
gift option, plain glass is

easy to personalise using
papercrafting products
such as papers, flowers
and ribbons. So why 
not try your hand at
decorating a gift for
someone special that 
can be reused once the
contents have been

enjoyed? The beauty of
glass is that you can see
exactly what’s inside, so
opting for fun, bright and
eye-catching contents is
an absolute must. We love
the idea of a glass gift that
looks stylish and tempting
at the same time!

We’ve chosen to use
confectionery as the main
focus for our gifts here 
and have opted for bright
co-ordinating colours for
the presentation too – a
little sweet treat inside and
out will definitely brighten
someone’s day!

treats
Edible gifts are always well
received, and even more so
when they’re beautifully
packaged. Lindsey Hopkins
shows you how

BY LINDSEY
HOPKINS

Sweet
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GIFTS

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Matt Kraftstax cardstock
panels onto two layers of
coloured cardstock and

attach to the jar fronts.

2
Die-cut two scalloped
circles from coloured
cardstock, matt together

and attach to the jar lids.

3
Position embellishments
on the layered circle dies
to decorate.

4
Create and print your
labels using a computer
and attach to the jar

fronts using 3D foam pads.

5
Decorate the labels
further if desired.

Jelly buttons & pinballs

MATERIALS
™ glass jars with lids
™ jelly buttons
™ pinballs
™ Papermania Kraftstax cardstock
™ pink, blue, orange & 

green cardstock
™ Kaisercraft Sparklet & pearl
™ button
™ Dreamees paper rose
™ cardstock sticker
™ ribbon
™ 3D foam pads

TOOLS
™ Sizzix Big Shot machine
™ Spellbinders Nestabilities 

Scalloped Circles dies
™ computer & printer
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SIMPLY MAKE

1
Cut tag shapes from
Kraftstax cardstock and
position a strip of Washi

tape across the centre.

2
Matt each tag onto
coloured cardstock and
trim around the edges to

leave a narrow border.

3
Punch a hole in the
narrower end of each 
tag and tie a length of

ribbon through it, ensuring the
ribbon is long enough to tie
round the jars.

4
Position a row of Candi
along the bottom edge
of each tag using 3D

foam pads.

5
Create and print your
labels using a computer
and attach to the tags

using 3D foam pads.

6
Tie twine through a
button and attach one
to the lid of each jar.

7
Tie the tags around the
jars to finish.

MATERIALS
™ jars with lids
™ rainbow drops
™ jellybeans
™ Papermania Kraftstax cardstock
™ green & pink cardstock
™ buttons
™ Washi tape
™ Craftwork Cards Candi
™ ribbon
™ baker’s twine
™ 3D foam pads

TOOLS
™ hole punch
™ computer & printer

Rainbow drops & jellybean
s

WHERE TO BUY
Bottles and jars in a wide variety of
sizes and styles are available from

www.lakeland.co.uk

TOP TIP
Try not to eat all thesweets! Make sure youfill the containers beforedigging in (we love 

dolly mixtures)!
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GIFTS

3
Tie ribbon around the
neck of the jar, securing it
on one side in a bow.

4
Matt a strip of pink paper
onto patterned paper and
attach to the jar.

5
Die-cut labels from
Dotted Swiss and
Kraftstax cardstock, 

and matt together using 3D
foam pads.

6
Attached the two 
layered labels to the
centre of the strips using

3D foam pads.

7
Die-cut a scalloped circle
from Dotted Swiss
cardstock and attach to

the top-right corner of the
labels using 3D foam pads.

8
Use pink cardstock to 
die-cut a small heart, ink
the edges and attach to

the scalloped circle. Add a
pearl as shown.

9
Position your Thickers
letters on the label. Glue a
paper rose to a toothpick

flag and push it into the 3D
foam pads behind the Kraftstax 
die-cut label.

MATERIALS
™ bottle with lid
™ dolly mixtures
™ Papermania Kraftstax cardstock
™ yellow, orange &  pink cardstock
™ Craftwork Cards Candi & 

Mini Message
™ Dreamees paper roses
™ baker’s twine
™ 3D foam pads

TOOLS
™ Sizzix Big Shot machine
™ Spellbinders Nestabilities

Scalloped Circles dies

MATERIALS
™ coffee jar
™ herbal tea sachets
™ Papermania Kraftstax cardstock
™ Bazzill Basics Dotted Swiss cardstock
™ pink paper
™ pink cardstock
™ patterned paper
™ American Crafts Thickers
™ Prima E Line pearls
™ toothpick flag
™ Dreamees paper roses
™ ribbon
™ magenta ColorBox inkpad
™ Lavender Ranger Stickles glitter glue
™ 3D foam pads

TOOLS
™ Sizzix Big Shot machine
™ Spellbinders Nestabilities Scalloped

Circles & Classic Heart dies
™ Sizzix Framelits Fancy Labels dies

Dolly mixture champagne

I ❤ tea

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Tie the pink and orange
baker’s twine together
around the neck of the

bottle as shown.

2
Matt a strip of yellow
cardstock onto orange
cardstock and then

onto Kraftstax cardstock.

3
Die-cut a scalloped
circle from pink
cardstock. Cut it in half.

4
Attach the scalloped
circle behind the
layered cardstock

strips and position on the
bottle as shown.

5
Use 3D foam pads to
attach Candi pieces
around the oval 

shape created on the front
of the bottle.

6
Glue a paper rose to
each end of the strips
and attach a Mini

Message in the oval using
3D foam pads to finish.

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Die-cut scalloped circles
from pink and Kraftstax
cardstock and matt

them together.

2
Attach the circles to the
jar lid and decorate
with a paper rose and

glitter glue.
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